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South Africa
Become Part Of Our Great Hunting Heritage

The HolyGrail

of hunting in southern africa

Welcome to the holy grail of hunting in
Southern Africa – Heritage Safaris!
Heritage Safaris is a seasoned outfitter in
Southern Africa offering world class
hunting safaris without equal in the safari
industry. Heritage Safaris owns and
operates an expansive Game Reserve with
a diverse range of top quality species,
which is located approximately 50 kms
from the town of Kimberley.
With over 35 species of exceptional trophy
quality game on the reserve we can
accommodate any avid hunter’s dream
hunt. Whether you are seeking a plains
game safari, dangerous game safari, wing
shooting or some combination we can
assure you that your experience with
Heritage Safaris will be an incomparable
African adventure filled with memories
that will be cherished for a life time.

Impressive Trophy Quality Game

the glorious

Loskop Game Reserve
This lush Game Reserve is the ultimate hunting
destination for passionate hunters from around the
globe seeking a truly unforgettable and authentic
Southern African hunting experience. Located in
the center of South Africa truly makes this
destination a remote wilderness with a selfcontained population of a diverse list of truly
impressive trophy quality game.
This habitat consists of diverse terrain of numerous
tree species, bushveld, rocky hills and primarily
rich red sand which facilitates our style of hunting,
the traditional African spot & stalk. The hunting
season in Southern Africa is year round making it
pleasantly accommodating to plan your safari in a
time frame, which best suites you.

a diverse range of species with

Exceptional Trophy Quality
Heritage Safaris has built a reputation upon its preeminence in the quality of both dangerous & plains
game it has to offer. These species have developed
over many years with the best genetic specimens. The
abundance and sheer number of species of game is
what makes this hunting experience one of the best
offered in Southern Africa.
Our PH’s, trackers and entire team are thoroughly
trained and experienced in their respective roles and
are meticulously familiar with the terrain and
geographical features of the landscape, as well as the
habits and movements of the game, which ensures
consistently successful hunts and outstanding
experiences.

an adamant advocate of

Fair Chase Hunting
Heritage Safaris is a licensed and
registered hunting outfitter that is a
market leader in ethical hunting. All of
our hunts are strictly fair chase, walk and
stalk. We are passionate about keeping
Africa's wildlife wild. Rifles and bows
are welcome.

the hidden

The Ultimate Hunting Destination

Jem

In addition, Heritage Safaris has
garnered high praise for its classic Wing
Shooting Safaris. Our meticulous
organization and attention to detail,
which go into the preparations of our
shoots. Attracted by the endless fields of
sunflower, maize and wheat, the fast
moving Rock Pigeon and Dove provide
abundant wing shooting opportunities
thus allowing for no bag limit. Wing
Shooting can also be combined with
trophy hunting to provide a truly diverse
and unique African experience.

step into a world of

African Charm & Grace
At Heritage Safaris we know that a
memorable safari experience is not just
about the bagged game, it’s about the
comfort, the unique food, the sounds, the
smells, the gracious staff, the sunsets &
sunrises, the stories told around the
bonfire while gazing at the stars and of
course where you will spend your time
when not hunting.
Our luxurious hunting lodge is of the
highest standards with a splendid charm
and charismatic ambiance. It has been
designed to exude luxury, African
character, charm and comfort. Our main
lodge has been constructed as an open
concept main area consisting of a stunning
bar, exquisite dining area, comfortable
seating areas and an inviting deck with dip
pool, bonfire area and lounge area. WiFi is
available throughout the premises.

Picturesque Wilderness

private and

Exclusive

Additionally there are 4 separate, private and
impressive sleeping chalets each sleeping 2 guests.
The location of our lodge has been carefully
situated in a picturesque wilderness setting where
stunning sunrises and sunsets are the norm of the
day. Our lodge is reserved exclusively to each
individual group to ensure total privacy and
undivided service and attention to your every need.

Contact Us
Let us plan your African hunting
safari and take you on a journey of
discovery into Africa!
Office:
Africa: +27 (0) 71 355 2901
Europe: +41 (0) 79 447 96 34
info@heritage-safaris.com
Stephan Stamm – Founder & Owner
Africa: + 27 (0) 71 355 2747
Europe: +41 (0) 79 337 53 11
stephan@heritage-safaris.com
www.heritage-safaris.com
“In a civilized and cultivated country,
wild animals only continue to exist at
all when preserved by sportsman”
~Theodore Roosevelt~
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